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 FCA 
◦ Definitions

◦ History

◦ Software available

◦ Basic concepts

◦ Scaling

 Fuzzy FCA

 Related work



 A method for:
◦ Data analysis

◦ Knowledge representation

◦ Information management

 Non supervised machine learning 
method

 Clustering based



 Proposed by Rudolf Wille in the early 80s

 First 10 years restricted to a small group of 
researchers and Wille’s students in Germany

 Because of the mathematical nature of most 
of the publications of that time, knowledge of 
FCA remained restricted to a group of 
“insiders”



 Through funded research projects, FCA was 
implemented in several larger-scale 
applications:

 An implementation of a knowledge 
exploration system for civil engineering in 
cooperation with the Ministry for Civil 
Engineering of North-Rhine Westfalia



 Applications in many disciplines, such as:
◦ Linguistics

◦ Software engineering

◦ Psychology

◦ Information retrieval

 Reasons: Influential papers in several fields



 English-language introductory material has 
been scarce

 Some material in German

 Almost no material in Portuguese 



 Main conferences:
◦ Int. Conf. on Conceptual Structures (ICCS), since 

1995

◦ Int. Conference on FCA (ICFCA), since2003

 Software available (probably another contributing 
factor for the recent growth of interest in FCA):

◦ ConExp

◦ ToscanaJ



 Due to the complexity of the underlying 
lattice data structures and of the 
visualizations, FCA software can usually NOT 
be developed in the kinds of short-term 
projects which are normally funded by 
national research agencies!



 German Navicon (www.navicon.de):
◦ Founded 13 years ago by some of Wille’s former 

students

◦ Employ FCA software for information management 
tasks

◦ The company is doing well but is nowadays more 
focused on database technologies than on FCA 

 Australian company (www.mailsleuth.com) 
that is marketing an email analysis tool based 
on FCA

http://www.navicon.de/
http://www.mailsleuth.com/
http://www.mailsleuth.com/






 Formal concept: a pair of objects and attributes that is closed

 Example: 

 Set of all objects that are real and mammal: {Socks, Bobby}



1. Novice users often need to be reminded that although many 

formal concepts in an application may correspond to intuitive 

notions they might have, not all formal concepts need to do so.

2. The existence of a class is not necessary for a formal context

3. Attributes have only two options



 Extension: set of objects of a formal concept

 Intension: set of attributes of a formal concept





 Formal concepts are represented by the nodes

 Attributes are noted slightly above nodes

 Objects are noted slightly under nodes

 Retrieving Extensions: trace all paths leading down from the node

 Retrieving Intension: trace all paths leading up from the node







 Large sets of attributes and objects produce 
messy lattices

 A messy visualization only tells us that the 
lattice is complex

 Concept lattices should be human-readable 
or the information should be displayed in 
another format



 Make concept lattice visualizations 
expandable (such as files/folders)

 Dividing them into different components 
based on groupings of related attributes



 Consider a survey with a structure of data 
representing rank orders (“strongly agree”, 
“agree”, “neutral”, “disagree”, “strongly 
disagree”):
◦ The lattice can be drawn without considering the 

actual results from the survey



 All implications are correct for the given 
formal context;

 Some might be incorrect in real life:
◦ Dog and Cat implies Mammal

◦ Cartoon implies Mammal ?!

 Support for attribute exploration (Burmeister, 
1999a):
◦ Questions are made to check all implications

◦ Counter examples are requested to update the 
formal context





 Visualization

 Decision trees

 Rule extraction for:
◦ Classification

◦ Association

 Generation of ontologies

 Attribute selection



 It is the transformation of data into contexts

 It is also an information granulation task







 Age: young[0,30], medium[31,50], old[51,∞]

 Height: short[0,160], medium[161,180],tall[181,∞]



 Avoids the creation of unnatural separations 
when defining variables in terms of fuzzy sets 
(instead of the traditional alternatives 
available)

 Most people think in a fuzzy way, rather than 
crisply
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Fuzzy

Crisp



 Age: young[0,30], medium[31,50], old[51,∞]

 Height: short[0,160], medium[161,180],tall[181,∞]



 Select a representative dataset

 Define neural network

 Build synthetic dataset

 Present synthetic dataset to neural network

 Build a formal context

 Obtain formal concepts

 Extract implication rules using nextClosure
algorithm









 Websites with information on FCA:

 http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fca.html

 http://fca.radvansky.net/news.php

http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fca.html
http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fca.html
http://fca.radvansky.net/news.php
http://fca.radvansky.net/news.php
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